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Landscape Architectural Graphic Standards
Quick, reliable answers to your most common on-site questions When you're in the field, you never know what you'll come across. The Wiley
Graphic Standards Field Guide to Home Inspections gives you fast access to the information you need when you're on-site and under
pressure. Presented in a highly visual and easily portable format, the Graphic Standards Field Guide to Home Inspections is organized
according to CSI's Masterformat standards of practice. It covers everything from inspection preparation to on-site safety, conveying the most
common answers with practical instruction about home inspections that the professional inspector, architect, engineer, or contractor needs to
access quickly out in the field to evaluate an existing residential property. The Field Guide to Home Inspections extends the Graphic
Standards experience outside of the office and into the field, with: Quick access to essential information wherever you are Graphic Standardsquality details accompanied by real-world photographs of the common conditions you'll find in residential buildings Illustrations that help you
troubleshoot problems, along with on-the-spot solutions Compact format that's easy to reference and carry along The Graphic Standards
Field Guide to Home Inspections is the ideal companion for the on-the-go professional home inspector.
The concept of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) has undergone dramatic changes over the last several decades
since C. Ray Jeffery coined the term in the early 1970s, and Tim Crowe wrote the first CPTED applications book. The second edition of 21st
Century Security and CPTED includes the latest theory, knowledge, and practice of CPTED as it relates to the current security threats facing
the modern world: theft, violent crime, terrorism, gang activity, and school and workplace violence. This significantly expanded edition
includes the latest coverage of proper lighting, building design—both the interior and exterior—physical security barriers, the usage of fencing,
bollards, natural surveillance, landscaping, and landscape design. Such design concepts and security elements can be applied to address a
wide variety of threats including crime prevention, blast mitigation, and CBRNE threat protection. Authored by one of the U.S.’s renowned
security experts—and a premiere architect and criminologist—the book is the most comprehensive examination of CPTED and CPTED
principles available. This edition includes a complete update of all chapters in addition to five new chapters, over 700 figure illustrations and
photos, numerous tables and checklists, and a 20-page color plate section. This latest edition: Features five new chapters including green
and sustainable buildings, infrastructure protection, and premises liability Presents step-by-step guidelines and real-world applications of
CPTED concepts, principles and processes—from risk assessment to construction and post-occupancy evaluation Outlines national building
security codes and standards Examines architectural surety from the perspective of risk analysis and premises liability Demonstrates CPTED
implementation in high-security environments, such as hospitals, parks, ATMs, schools, and public and private sector buildings A practical
resource for architects, urban planners and designers, security managers, law enforcement, CPTED practitioners, building and property
managers, homeland security professionals, and students, 21st Century Security and CPTED, Second Edition continues to serve as the most
complete and up-to-date reference available on next-generation CPTED practices today.
A guide to building standards of residential architecture.
Drawing on decades of professional practice and teaching experience, Steven L. Cantor's Professional and Practical Considerations for
Landscape Design explains the field of landscape architecture, outlining with authority how to turn drawings of designs into creative,
purposeful, and striking landscapes and landforms in today's world. This comprehensive guide consists of everything a young professional
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might encounter from conception through final project archiving, ensuring readers have both the tools necessary to keep up with
advancements in the field and the practical business knowledge to build life-long partnerships. Each of the book's concise chapters
emphasize a specific aspect of landscape architecture practice, from the administration of designs for contracts, areas of practice, human
resources, marketing, construction materials, sustainability and ethics. Each chapter is written in a style that best suits the material. Alongside
detailed definitions and practical "do's and don'ts" are 30 complex sample problems ranging in difficulty for both individuals and groups. An
array of original photographs and clear examples in both black and white and color articulate standards and inspire future possibilities,
featuring the work of Vicky Chan, founder of Avoid Obvious Architects, and Richard Alomar, Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture
at Rutgers and co-founder of New York Urban Sketchers. By combining the author's unique depth of knowledge with real-world case studies
from America, Asia, and Europe, Professional and Practical Considerations for Landscape Design is an up-to-date resource for every level of
reader, from students in landscape architecture programs to professionals working in public or private practice, engineering, consulting, or
contracting.
A complete guide to site grading for designers and other visual learners Grading With Design in Mind: Landscape Site Grading Principles is a
comprehensive guide to grading, written specifically from the design perspective. Heavily illustrated and non-technical, this book meets the
needs of designers and visual learners by presenting the principles and methods of site grading with less emphasis on engineering, and a
strong focus on the effect on the overall aesthetic. Written by a professor in America's number-one ranked undergraduate landscape
architecture program, the book guides readers step-by-step through the process of solving various grading problems in real-life scenarios.
Landscape designers, landscape architects, and engineers need to have a deep understanding of site grading as the foundation of any
project. Grading plans must not only solve practical requirements, but also create landforms that contribute to the aesthetic ambition of the
overall site and architectural design concept. Grading With Design in Mind takes a highly visual approach to presenting modern grading
techniques and considerations, providing designers the guidance they need to become competent in site grading while understanding the
design implications of the subject. Features include: Numerous illustrations to support the text Step-by-step examples Professional grading
plans Studying the professional grading plans helps readers better understand the real-world application of grading principles in different
situations. Site grading is a complicated topic with plenty of on-site variables, but Grading with Design in Mind breaks it down into clear,
concise instruction with value to both professionals and students in the field of landscape design.
?????????????????????????
The gold-standard design and documentation reference for students Architectural Graphic Standards, Student Edition condenses key
information from the definitive industry reference to provide students with a powerful learning resource. Covering design and documentation
for a variety of projects, this book offers extensive visuals backed by expert discussion to prepare students for work in a modern professional
practice. This new 12th edition has been significantly updated to provide the latest information on important architectural developments and
movements, with detailed coverage of sustainability, economy, technology, and more alongside current building standards and best practices.
The companion website features sample curricula, student exercises, and classroom projects to aid the understanding of developing
designers, and links to additional resources include professional associations, manufacturers' websites, and architectural articles to help
students stay up-to-date as the field continues to evolve. Architectural Graphic Standards is the gold-standard reference for practicing
architects, engineers, and builders; this Student Edition introduces key elements in a way that's relevant to the budding designer, along with
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ancillary materials that facilitate internalization. Delve into the design and documentation process for building materials and elements, as
used in today's real-world practice Discover the latest advances in sustainability, digital fabrication, building information modeling, and more
Learn the building standards and best practices for a wide variety of architectural details Examine thousands of illustrations, richly detailed
graphics, PowerPoint slides, and links to additional resources Simply "knowing" graphic and documentation standards is not enough; future
architects and engineers must develop an instinctual understanding and reflexive use of much of this material. Architectural Graphic
Standards, Student Edition provides the depth and breadth of coverage they need, and the expert guidance that will help them succeed.
“We don’t sell gardens; we sell images of gardens.” This observation on the part of a landscape architect makes it clear just how important it
is that a design be effectively communicated to the community, clients, and the public. Drawings, models, simulations, and films communicate
the designers’ proposed ideas and solutions, but they also convey their attitude toward the use of nature and the environment. With myriad
possibilities – including computer programs as well as hand drawings and models, which continue to be widely used – and strong competition
in the field, there is now a huge variety of visual representations, with agreed-upon rules but also a great deal of freedom. In three large
sections, this books sifts through the currently commonplace and available techniques and evaluates them in terms of their informative value
and persuasive power, always illustrating its points with analysis of examples from international firms. An introductory look at the
development thus far is followed by a systematic presentation of modes of representation in two, three, and four dimensions – in the plane, in
space, and in the temporal process. The second section deals with the sequence within the workflow: from the initial sketch through concept
and implementation planning all the way to the finished product. The third section deals with the strategic use of visualizations in the context
of competitions, future schemes, and large-scale landscape planning. The focus in this section is not on the familiar use of the relevant
techniques, but rather on the methods and forms of visual representation in contemporary landscape architecture.
Pavements are the most ubiquitous of all man-made structures, and they have an enormous impact on environmental quality. They are
responsible for hydrocarbon pollutants, excess runoff, groundwater decline and the resulting local water shortages, temperature increases in
the urban "heat island," and for the ability of trees to extend their roots in order to live. Porous pavements, despite their ability to mitigate
these factors, remain the object of much skepticism and controversy. Written by a renowned expert with 25 years of experience in urban
watershed management, Porous Pavements is the first comprehensive "encyclopedia" of porous pavement materials. The book begins with
five chapters that lay a foundation for all porous pavement materials and applications, introducing the types of materials and arrangements,
their roles in the urban environment, and the principles of pavement structure, hydrology, and rooting space. The following nine chapters
outline the costs, maintenance requirements, advantages and disadvantages for different applications, installation methods, sources of
standard specifications, and performance levels for each family of porous pavement materials. Relying on case studies and factual data from
observed experience, and containing abundant references for further information, Porous Pavements gives responsible practitioners a
complete toolbox from which to select the appropriate material for site-specific conditions, providing a "green" alternative to impervious
pavements.
Get answers FAST with the Landscape Architect’s One-Stop,Take-It-Anywhere Guide In the office or out on the job, the Landscape
Architect’s Portable Handbook puts the 20% of information you need 80% of the time at your fingertips! You get instant data for every
architectural landscaping project: public and private gardens...athletic facilities...highways...urban/suburban settings...MORE! From project
administration, planning, design standards and analysis to site development, construction, materials, field techniques, and common rules of
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thumb, hundreds of handy tables, diagrams and schematics, checklists and field guides give you the accurate how-to’s and expertise you
need – ANYWHERE, ANYTIME! It packs easily in your briefcase, so you can cut down on time-consuming trips and calls between field and
office, or get satisfyingly fast facts and guidelines when you’re catching up on work at home. It’s a distillation of the entire profession... and
provides the perfect ASLA registration exam review. You get: * A framework for interpretation, conceptualization, evaluation, and
communication at multiple scales, regardless of the type of landscape planning or design project * Standards, techniques and devices *
Analysis-to-project administration guidelines and checklists * Step-by-step procedures * Mechanics and design calculations, formulas, worked
examples and models * 193 clarifying illustrations -- from USDA plant hardiness zones to basic layouts and schematic diagrams...from
approval processes flow charts to a CPM bar chart * 98 quick-check tables let you instantly pinpoint area space standards...tree mortality
causes and remedies...recommended live loads for different decking uses and maximum decking spans...irrigation system selection criteria –
and much, much more * Scores of easy-to-use, easy-to-remember rules of thumb * General unit cost factors for materials, systems, and
construction * More! From the broad overall aspects of a project to the smallest detail, find the specific data you need on... Project
Management; Permits; Site Selection and Clearing; Grading; Drainage; Decks; Fences; Lighting; Paving; Plants; Ponds; Pools; Retaining
Walls; Billing; More
Achieve better execution with the documentation standards behind an industry-leading firm Construction Documentation Standards and Best
Practices for Landscape Architectural Design offers guidelines, methods, and techniques for creating more robust project documents.
Developed and authored by one of the world's leading landscape architectural firms, this material has been field tested by Design Workshop's
ten offices and 150 designers to ensure completeness, practicality, and effectiveness. The book provides an overview of the entire design
and construction process in the context of actual documentation, with best practice standards for design document content, format, and
graphics. Readers learn how to apply these practices to serve the specific needs of different projects, gaining a comprehensive
understanding of how complete documentation better serves the project as a whole. Good documentation leads to good execution, which
leads to better performance from the perspectives of durability, safety, and user enjoyment. This book presents a set of standards that serve
as a roadmap of the design process, helping designers provide the complete documentation that the most highly executed projects require.
Discover how documentation ties into project performance Learn the best practices for documenting every stage of the process Study actual
project documents serving various project needs Gain documentation insights from one of the world's top firms Design Workshop has been
an industry leader since 1969, with projects ranging from resorts, to wildlife refuges, to county master plans. The value of their insight is
proven by the continued high performance of their projects across the U.S. and beyond, and this book contains the standards, techniques,
and actual documentation behind this success. Better outcomes require better execution, which starts with the documentation standards
presented inConstruction Documentation Standards and Best Practices for Landscape Architectural Design.
This complete guide to the evaluation, selection, and use of sustainable materials in the landscape features strategies to minimize
environmental and human health impacts of conventional site construction materials as well as green materials. Providing detailed current
information on construction materials for sustainable sites, the book introduces tools, techniques, ideologies and resources for evaluating,
sourcing, and specifying sustainable site materials. Chapters cover types of materials, both conventional and emerging green materials,
environmental and human health impacts of the material, and detailed strategies to minimize these impacts. Case studies share cost and
performance information and lessons learned.
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Quick, reliable answers to your most common on-site questions When you're in the field, you never know what you'll come across.
The Graphic Standards Field Guide to Hardscape gives you fast access to the practical information you need when you're on-site
and under pressure. Presented in a highly visual and easily portable format, the Field Guide is organized to follow a logical project
sequence from site evaluation of existing conditions through construction maintenance. Covering everything from assessing
existing conditions, site work, bases and paving, site improvements, and materials, this handy companion conveys the most
common answers that landscape architects need in the real world when visiting a construction site, and meeting with architects
and engineers or clients and contractors. The Field Guide to Hardscape extends the familiar Landscape Architectural Graphic
Standards beyond the office or studio with: Quick access to essential information when away from the studio Things to look for
when assessing existing conditions during preliminary design site visits or pre-construction meetings Graphic Standards—quality
details accompanied by real-world photographs of best construction practices and techniques Illustrations that help you
troubleshoot problems, along with on-the-spot solutions A list of common construction mistakes and problems to avoid Compact
format that's easy to reference and carry along The Graphic Standards Field Guide to Hardscape is the ideal companion for the onthe-go landscape architect, design professional, inspector, facilities manager or anyone that is involved with site construction.
Quick, reliable answers to your most common on-sitequestions When you're in the field, you never know what you'll comeacross.
The Wiley Graphic Standards Field Guide to Softscapegives you fast access to the practical information you need whenyou're onsite and under pressure. Presented in a highly visual and easily portable format, theField Guide is organized to follow a logical
project sequence fromsite evaluation of existing conditions through constructionmaintenance. Covering everything from soils and
planting to stormwater drainage, this handy companion conveys the most commonanswers that landscape architects addressing
issues pertaining tosoftscape need when visiting construction sites and meeting witharchitects, engineers, clients, or contractors.
The Field Guide to Softscape extends the familiarLandscape Architectural Graphic Standards beyond the office,with: Quick access
to essential information when away from thestudio Things to look for when assessing existing conditions duringpreliminary design
site visits or pre-construction meetings Graphic Standards-quality details accompanied by real-worldphotographs of best
construction practices and techniques Illustrations and real-world photographs that help youtroubleshoot problems, along with onthe-spot solutions A list of common construction mistakes and problems to avoid Compact format that's easy to reference and
carry along to jobsites The Graphic Standards Field Guide to Softscape is theideal companion for the on-the-go landscape
architect, designprofessional, inspector, facilities manager, or anyone who isinvolved with site construction. Immediate access to
information on over 50 on-siteconditions More than 325 details and photos throughout Identifies reference standards, acceptable
practices, and thingsto avoid
A must-have reference to more than 100 common residential conditions—from accessibility issues to working with zinc Practical
information that the architect, engineer, contractor and homeowner can access quickly, with over 230 supporting tables photos and
details Identifies frequently used reference standards, acceptable practices, and other relevant resources Quick, reliable answers
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to your most common on-site questions When you're in the field, you never know what you'll come across. Graphic Standards
Field Guide to Residential Construction gives you fast access to the information you need when you're on-site and under pressure.
Presented in a highly visual and easily portable format, Graphic Standards Field Guide to Residential Construction is organized by
CSI's MasterFormat and is coordinated with the 2009 International Residential Code, as well as current sustainable practices. It
addresses issues pertaining to residential construction by covering every aspect of the process, such as the use of materials,
structural concerns, finishes, thermal and moisture protection, accessible design applications, and more. Graphic Standards Field
Guide to Residential Construction extends beyond the studio, with: Quick access to essential information wherever you are
Graphic Standards-quality details accompanied by photographs and tables Illustrations that help you troubleshoot problems, along
with on-the-spot solutions Compact format that's easy to reference and carry along Graphic Standards Field Guide to Residential
Construction is a handy companion that offers the essential tools that time-crunched professionals can turn to in an instant when
dealing with clients, or when handling the many complex demands surrounding construction management.
What is landscape architecture? Is it gardening, or science, or art? In this book, Bruce Sharky provides a complete overview of the
discipline to provide those that are new to the subject with the foundations for future study and practice. The many varieties of
landscape practice are discussed with an emphasis on the significant contributions that landscape architects have made across
the world in daily practice. Written by a leading scholar and practitioner, this book outlines the subject and explores how, from a
basis in garden design, it 'leapt over the garden wall' to encapsulate areas such as urban and park design, community and
regional planning, habitat restoration, green infrastructure and sustainable design, and site engineering and implementation.
Coverage includes: The effects that natural and human factors have upon design, and how the discipline is uniquely placed to
address these challenges Examples of contemporary landscape architecture work - from storm water management and walkable
cities to well-known projects like the New York High Line and the London Olympic Park Exploration of how art and design, science,
horticulture, and construction come together in one subject Thinking about Landscape Architecture is perfect for those wanting to
better understand this fascinating subject, and those starting out as landscape architecture students.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are
included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780470067970 .
Landscape Architectural Graphic Standards is the must have "bible" for landscape architects. Version 1.0 of the CD-ROM brings
the book to the desktop of landscape architects and related design professionals. What this CD-ROM offers: User-friendly
interface that allows the user to navigate the CD using familiar and easy-to-use web-browser functions 100% of the details in CADcompatible format--available in .dwg, .dgn, and .dxf file formats Easy search capabilities--Topic Search and Key Word search
functions Bookmark feature allows the user to save and find the details they use most Fully compatible with Mac Leopard and
Windows Vista
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Since 1932, the ten editions of Architectural Graphic Standards have been referred to as the "architect's bible." From site
excavation to structures to roofs, this book is the first place to look when an architect is confronted with a question about building
design. With more than 8,000 architectural illustrations, including both reference drawings and constructible architectural details,
this book provides an easily accessible graphic reference for highly visual professionals. To celebrate seventy-five years as the
cornerstone of an industry, this commemorative Eleventh Edition is the most thorough and significant revision of Architectural
Graphic Standards in a generation. Substantially revised to be even more relevant to today's design professionals, it features: An
entirely new, innovative look and design created by Bruce Mau Design that includes a modern page layout, bold second color, and
new typeface Better organized-- a completely new organization structure applies the UniFormat(r) classification system which
organizes content by function rather than product or material Expanded and updated coverage of inclusive, universal, and
accessible design strategies Environmentally-sensitive and sustainable design is presented and woven throughout including green
materials, LEEDS standards, and recyclability A bold, contemporary new package--as impressive closed as it is open, the
Eleventh Edition features a beveled metal plate set in a sleek, black cloth cover Ribbon Markers included as a convenient and
helpful way to mark favorite and well used spots in the book All New material Thoroughly reviewed and edited by hundreds of
building science experts and experienced architects, all new details and content including: new structural technologies, building
systems, and materials emphasis on sustainable construction, green materials, LEED standards, and recyclability expanded and
updated coverage on inclusive, universal, and accessible design strategies computing technologies including Building Information
Modeling (BIM) and CAD/CAM new information on regional and international variations accessibility requirements keyed
throughout the text new standards for conducting, disseminating, and applying architectural research New and improved details
With some 8,500 architectural illustrations, including both reference drawings and constructible architectural details, Architectural
Graphic Standards continues to be the industry's leading, easily accessible graphic reference for highly visual professionals.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101
studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests.
Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780872893795. This item is printed on demand.
Quick, reliable answers to your most common on-site questions When you're in the field, you never know what you'll come across.
The Wiley Graphic Standards Field Guide to Commercial Interiors gives you fast access to the information you need when you're
on-site and under pressure. Presented in a highly visual and easily portable format, the Field Guide is organized to follow CSI's
MasterFormat. It covers everything from acoustics to window treatments, conveying the most common answers about commercial
interiors that interior architects and designers need in the real world when visiting a construction site, evaluating existing buildings,
meeting with clients, or browsing at a showroom. The Field Guide to Commercial Interiors extends the familiar Interior Graphic
Standards beyond the studio, with: Quick access to essential information wherever you are Graphic Standards-quality details
accompanied by real-world photographs of construction sites Illustrations that help you troubleshoot problems, along with on-thePage 7/10
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spot solutions Compact format that's easy to reference and carry along The Graphic Standards Field Guide to Commercial
Interiors is the ideal companion for the on-the-go interior designer and architect.
The new student edition of the definitive reference on landscapearchitecture Landscape Architectural Graphic Standards, Student
Edition is acondensed treatment of the authoritative Landscape ArchitecturalGraphic Standards, Professional Edition. Designed to
give studentsthe critical information they require, this is an essentialreference for anyone studying landscape architecture
anddesign. Formatted to meet the serious student's needs, the content in thisStudent Edition reflects topics covered in accredited
landscapearchitectural programs, making it an excellent choice for arequired text in landscape architecture, landscape
design,horticulture, architecture, and planning and urban design programs.Students will gain an understanding of all the critical
materialthey need for the core classes required by all curriculums,including: * Construction documentation * Site planning *
Professional practice * Site grading and earthwork * Construction principles * Water supply and management * Pavement and
structures in the landscape * Parks and recreational spaces * Soils, asphalt, concrete, masonry, metals, wood, and
recreationalsurfaces * Evaluating the environmental and human health impacts ofmaterials Like Landscape Architectural Graphic
Standards, this StudentEdition provides essential specification and detailing informationon the fundamentals of landscape
architecture, includingsustainable design principles, planting (including green roofs),stormwater management, and wetlands
constuction and evaluation. Inaddition, expert advice guides readers through importantconsiderations such as material life cycle
analysis, environmentalimpacts, site security, hazard control, environmental restorationand remediation, and accessibility. Visit the
Companion web site:wiley.com/go/landscapearchitecturalgraphicstandards
The new student edition of the definitive architectural reference For seventy-five years, Architectural Graphic Standards has been
the go-to reference for architects, builders, and engineers. Revised for the first time since 2000, Architectural Graphic Standards,
Student Edition gives students their own handy resource. Carefully abridged from the Eleventh Edition of Architectural Graphic
Standards, this Student Edition features the same richly detailed graphics and text that have made Architectural Graphic
Standards a classic, but updated and reorganized in a way that is relevant to today's student. Thousands of illustrations and a rich
index offer immediate access to hundreds of architectural elements, while the wide variety of topics covered makes this work
relevant throughout a student's architecture education and into the early stages of professional practice. With a wealth of
information for the student preparing for professional practice, this new edition: * Covers building standards and practices,
materials and systems, and details for every type of project * Follows CSI's Uniformat, a classification system that closely matches
an architect's workflow * Features completely updated content with a wide variety of standard architectural details * Offers an
ancillary Web site featuring sample curriculums, student exercises, classroom projects, PowerPoint(r) slides, and more
The intensive increase in land use change is considered both a source of richness and a serious problem to landscape
sustainability. In this scenario, although land use change plays a very important role for societal development, the impact of land
use changes on economic, social, and ecological functions requires special attention. The new environmental paradigms
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associated with globalization and progressive climate change will certainly intensify the entropy and the instability in most of the
existing land-uses. In this regard, this book aims to highlight a body of knowledge related to the discussion of the opportunities and
challenges associated with the development of new sustainable landscapes, considering current and future challenges related to
land-use changes and planning.
This book is about materials. The fundamental properties and technical aspects are reviewed within a context of a material’s history, the
theories of its meaning and making, and its use. Information about the sustainability aspects of each material is included (as a critical
necessity in construction). Innovative design comes from an understanding of materials for what they are, how they have been used in the
past, and how they can support human activity. The author provides essential information to students and professionals concerned with
advancing their design at a time when the consumption of natural resources and the consequences of wasteful practices are of urgent
concern. Instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
Access to the entire range of design and construction data
The residential construction market may have its ups and downs, but the need to keep your construction knowledge current never lets up.
Now, with the latest edition of Architectural Graphic Standards for Residential Construction, you can keep your practice at the ready. This
edition was expertly redesigned to include all-new material on current technology specific to residential projects for anyone designing,
constructing, or modifying a residence. With additional, new content covering sustainable and green designs, sample residential drawings,
residential construction code requirements, and contemporary issues in residential construction, it’s a must-have resource. And now it's
easier to get the information you need when you need it with references to the relevant building codes built right into the details and
illustrations. These new "smart" details go beyond dimensions with references to the International Residential Building Code—presenting all
the information you need right at your fingertips. New features and highlights include: Loads of previously unpublished content—over 80% is
either new or entirely revised Sustainable/ green design information in every chapter—a must today's practicing building and construction
professionals Coverage of contemporary issues in residential construction—aging in place, new urbanism, vacation and small homes, historic
residences…it’s all here. Coverage of single- and multi-family dwellings—complete coverage of houses, row homes and quadraplexes as
dictated by the International Residential Building Codes.
Construction in the Landscape describes the impact of construction on the land and landscape where it takes place. Geographical coverage
is necessarily global to reflect the great variation both in people?s economic and social needs and in the shortage or abundance of natural
resources. Part I introduces both land resources, whether used for agriculture, human settlement or mineral extraction or conserved as
scenery, wildlife habitat or for the undefined needs of future generations; and construction, its products, skills, processes and impacts on land
resources. Part II describes specific forms of civil engineering - from landform adaptation, through dams and river control works, coastal
construction and transport infrastructure to particular types of structure such as bridges, towers and power stations, or the layout of complete
settlements. Part III deals with regional planning of construction and land use in different geographical circumstances - from fine scenery,
through rural countryside to city and suburban development - and to the sort of land arrangements that may be sustainable for an increased
but hopefully more civilized human population a century hence.
The industry bible. Tables of Contents: General Planning and Design Data; Concrete; Masonry; Metals; Wood; Thermal and Moisture
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Protection; Doors and Windows; Finishes; Specialties.
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